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INTRODUCTION

We asked more than 500 key industry players about 
the move to next-generation vehicle architecture 
that requires software, connectivity, cloud and edge 
computing capabilities — essentially a data center on 
wheels. 

They’re optimistic, with 44% seeing Level IV autonomous 
driving as standard within five years. Even car 
“personalities” and streaming are in the conversation. 
But the need is clear: success will depend not just on 
changing skillsets but changing mindsets, from taking 
privacy concerns seriously to embracing new partners 
with deep auto and cross-functional expertise. 

The Data Center on Wheels 
survey was co-sponsored 
by Molex and Mouser and 
conducted by Dimensional 
Research, an independent 
research company.

Can automakers adapt to incremental 
advances in consumer and data 
center tech? Who do they need in 
their corner to win?

The primary research goal was to capture hard data to understand trends in 
adoption of digital technologies among automotive companies.

Automotive stakeholders with knowledge of digital technologies were invited to participate 
in an online survey. A variety of questions were asked on trends, challenges, and future 

expectations. Responses were captured between January 31 and February 15, 2022. 
Note that percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

This survey will explore trends in adoption of digital technologies in the 
vehicle including Software, AI and ML, Analytics, Automotive Ethernet, 
WiFi, 5G, V2X, Storage, Immersive, and UX/UI to enable infotainment, 

maintenance, safety, autonomous operation, and other innovative features.
We’ll refer to a vehicle that incorporates these types of technologies as a 

“data center on wheels.”

A total of 519 qualified individuals completed the survey. All worked for an 
automotive OEM or Tier 1 and Tier 2 supplier.
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QUESTION: 

The following is a list of vehicle features that could be enabled in 
a data center on wheels. When do you expect for each of these to 
be available as a standard new vehicle feature? 

QUESTION: 

When do you expect autonomous driving to be available as a 
standard new vehicle feature? 

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Level IV 
autonomous  
driving is 
expected to 
be a standard 
feature, 
although level 
V will take a 
bit longer

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Automotive
stakeholders 
believe “Data 
Center on 
Wheels” 
features will 
be available 
very soon
 

DETAILED FINDINGS

QUESTION: 

What is your best guess for when half (50%) of new vehicles sold 
will be Level IV autonomous? Level V autonomous?

QUESTION: 

In your opinion, which of the following will be the primary driver 
of innovation for the data center on wheels? Choose the one 
answer that most closely applies.

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

27% believe 
half of new 
vehicles will 
be level IV in 
10 years; 15% 
say level V in 
the same time 
frame

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

The most 
likely driver 
of innovation 
will come from 
significant 
technology 
advances

Capabilities 
and Timing

DETAILED FINDINGS

8

9

10

Less than 5 years
5-10 years
10-20 years
More than 20 years
Never

Level IV Level V

Less than 5 years
5-10 years
10-20 years
More than 20 years
Never

Vehicle user interface
available via mobile app

Remotely enable new or 
add-on features

Subscription model 
pricing for key features

Over-the-air 
software updates

Safety and driver assistance 
(ADAS)

Driver safety profiling (i.e., set lower speed 
limits in real-time for erratic driving)

Innovative passenger spaces enabled by digital 
technology that reduces volume and weight

Streaming movies and TV

Cars with personalities

Virtual reality experiences

Driver and passenger gaming

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

50% 31% 15% 3% 1%

47% 34% 14% 4% 1%

46% 29% 19% 6%

46% 28% 18% 6% 2%

45% 35% 15% 4% 0%

43% 34% 16% 6% 1%

43% 39% 15% 2% 1%

38% 28% 23% 8% 4%

34% 46% 12% 7% 1%

31% 41% 17% 6% 5%

30% 44% 25% 1% 1%

Level IV - vehicle is capable of performing 
all driving functions, but driver has

the option to control the vehicle

Level V - vehicle is fully autonomous
in all circumstances, with no

driver intervention needed
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2028

2028-
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2043-
2047

2048-
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After 
2062

Never
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18%
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37%
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44%

41%

17%

33%

2%

6%
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Technology leaps that 
enable new capabilities

Creative ideas from 
vehicle designers

Demand from consumers 
for new features

Requirement to support 
corporate strategies

Governmental regulation 
and legislation
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43%
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QUESTION: 

As OEMs incorporate more digital technologies in their vehicles, 
what types of suppliers will they prefer to enable new capabilities? 
Choose all that apply.

QUESTION: 

As OEMs incorporate more digital technologies in their vehicles, 
what types of suppliers will they prefer to enable new capabilities? 
Choose all that apply.

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

OEMs will 
need a very 
broad range 
of partners to 
enable new 
capabilities

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Suppliers and 
OEMs have 
different 
preferences 
when it comes 
to meeting 
future needs

DETAILED FINDINGS

Enabling
Technologies

QUESTION: 

In your experience, what types of digital technologies have had 
the biggest impact on vehicle architecture and driver experience 
in the PAST five years? In the NEXT five years? Choose up to three 
of the following. 

QUESTION: 

Which of the following types of technology do you expect will have 
the biggest impact on vehicle architecture and driver experience 
in the NEXT five years? Choose up to three of the following. 

QUESTION: 

What additional services will automotive companies require from 
their existing vendor ecosystem in order to deliver data center on 
wheels solutions? Choose all that apply.

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

In-car 
connectivity 
has driven the 
past five years; 
out-of-car 
connectivity 
will help shape 
the future

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Manufacturing 
respondents 
believe in-car 
connectivity 
will have a 
big impact in 
coming years

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Nearly all 
respondents 
(99%) agree 
that new 
services will 
be needed; 
software tops 
the list

Consumer technology companies 
(Apple, Google, etc.)

Consumer technology companies 
(Apple, Google, etc.)

Cloud providers
(Amazon/AWS, Microsoft, etc.)

Cloud providers
(Amazon/AWS, Microsoft, etc.)

New suppliers that focus specifically on 
digital technologies for automotive

New suppliers that focus specifically on 
digital technologies for automotive

Traditional tier 1 and 2 automotive 
suppliers (Continental, Aptiv, etc.)

Traditional tier 1 and 2 automotive 
suppliers (Continental, Aptiv, etc.)

OEMs will prefer to use a mix 
of all of these

OEMs will prefer to use a mix 
of all of these

Software ecosystem (operating system, AI 
models, functional safety information, etc.)

Increased supplier ownership of  
R&D for relevant applications

Interface to government entities, industry 
organizations, or lobbying bodies

Ongoing software 
update services

Telecom partnerships

Design resources

Other. Please specify:

We won’t require any new services, it all 
exists in the current vendor ecosystem

In-car connectivity 
(automotive ethernet, etc.)

Cloud computing

Data storage systems

Immersive UX/UI

Cloud Computing

Data storage systems

Immersive UX/UI

AI/ML

AI/ML

Out-of-car connectivity 
(5G, V2X, etc.)

Out-of-car connectivity 
(5G, V2X, etc.)
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45%
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39%
47%

33%

39%
36%

44%

37%
35%

28%

32%
35%

29%

14%
14%

33%
In-car connectivity 

(automotive ethernet, etc.)
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0%
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Obstacles and 
Challenges

QUESTION: 

In your opinion, what specific types of technology issues will be 
the most difficult to solve when building a data center on wheels? 
Choose up to three of the following.

QUESTION: 

In your opinion, which of the following will cause more technology 
challenges when building a data center on wheels? Choose the 
one answer that most closely applies.

QUESTION: 

In your opinion, which of the following will cause the most 
challenges to connecting a data center on wheels? Choose the one 
answer that most closely applies.

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

98% note 
technology 
challenges; 
cybersecurity 
tops the list

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

2X as many 
respondents 
are focused 
on software 
versus 
hardware

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Opinion 
varies on 
connectivity 
needs, from 
bandwidth 
and quality to 
latency and 
coverage

QUESTION: 

In your opinion, what specific types of industry issues will be the 
most difficult to overcome when building a data center on wheels? 
Choose up to three of the following.

QUESTION: 

Which of the following types of issues will be the most difficult for 
the industry to overcome to deliver the data center on wheels? 
Choose the one answer that most closely applies.

QUESTION: 

How often are automotive engineers in your organization asked 
to take on responsibility for digital technologies that they do not 
have experience with (i.e., software, power, wireless, AI/ML)?

QUESTION: 

To the best of your knowledge, how do automotive engineers 
typically feel about being asked to take on responsibility for digital 
technologies that they are not experienced with? Choose the one 
answer that most closely applies.

QUESTION: 

To the best of your knowledge, how do automotive engineers 
typically feel about being asked to take on responsibility for digital 
technologies that they are not experienced with? Choose the one 
answer that most closely applies.

n = engineers are asked to work with unfamiliar technology

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Top Challenges
• Strategists/OEMs: Industry

• Manufacturing: Tech

• Suppliers: Supply Chain

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Automotive 
engineers 
commonly 
asked to 
work with 
unfamiliar
technologies 

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Engineers 
have mixed 
reactions to 
being asked 
to work with 
unfamiliar 
digital 
technology

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Different 
engineering 
roles report 
varying levels 
of enthusiasm 
about working 
with new 
technologies 

QUESTION: 

When you think of the future supply chain for the data center on 
wheels, what specific types of technology shortages do you expect 
could dramatically impact delivery of vehicles? Choose the one 
answer that most closely applies.

QUESTION: 

Which of the following types of issues will be the most difficult for 
the industry to overcome to deliver the data center on wheels? 
Choose the one answer that most closely applies.

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Supply chain 
issues may 
impact delivery 
of the “Data 
Center on 
Wheels”; 
Battery 
availability 
deemed highest 
priority concern 

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Technology, 
industry and 
supply chain 
are nearly 
equally 
weighted as 
challenges 
to overcome 

QUESTION: 

In your opinion, what specific types of industry issues will be the 
most difficult to overcome when building a data center on wheels? 
Choose up to three of the following.

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

OEMs twice 
as likely (48%) 
as suppliers 
(24%) to focus 
on company 
leadership 

Annoyed that they’re being 
asked to work outside their 

existing expertise 

4%

Concerned about their ability
to deliver quality designs

45%

Enthusiastic about the
learning opportunity

51%

42%

36%

22%

KEY TAKEAWAY: 

Consumer fear 
of autonomous 
driving 
reported 
as most 
prominent 
industry issue 
to overcome 

Consumer fear of autonomous driving

Consumer fear of autonomous driving

Insufficient investment in infrastructure outside 
the vehicle (charging stations, 5G antennas, etc.)

Insufficient investment in infrastructure outside 
the vehicle (charging stations, 5G antennas, etc.)

Limited understanding of the potential 
among auto company leadership

Limited understanding of the potential 
among auto company leadership

Data privacy

Data privacy

Pushback from dealers that depend 
on ongoing maintenance revenues

Pushback from dealers that depend 
on ongoing maintenance revenues

Navigating changing government regulations

Navigating changing government regulations

Difficulty hiring digital technology expertise 
for automotive engineering teams

Difficulty hiring digital technology expertise 
for automotive engineering teams

Other. Please specify:

There will be no industry issues to overcome

Battery availability and chemistry

Semiconductor chips

Sensors

Connector cable and assemblies

Connectors

Displays (UI)

Storage

Other. Please specify:

Supply chain issues will not 
impact vehicle delivery

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

OEM
Supplier

Technology issues
Industry issues
Supply chain issues

Technology issues
Industry issues

Bandwidth
Quality of Service
Coverage
Latency
Other

Supply chain issues

Enthusiastic about the 
learning opportunity
Concerned about their ability 
to deliver quality designs
Annoyed that they’re being asked to 
work outside their existing expertise

Cybersecurity

Software quality

Functional safety

Connecting the vehicle to the 
cloud (latency, speed, etc.)

There will be no issues 
with technology

Data storage and analysis

Integration of the software stack

User interface

AI/ML

Other. Please specify:

32%

28%

24%

16%
1%

33%
Hardware

Software

67%

0%

2%

1%
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54%
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DETAILED FINDINGS

Big Takeaways 

QUESTION: 

Please rate your agreement with each of the following statements.

QUESTION: 

Please rate your agreement with each of the following statements.

BIG TAKEAWAY: 

Strong 
agreement on 
the profound 
opportunity 
of the “Data 
Center on 
Wheels”

BIG TAKEAWAY: 

3 in 4 (75%) 
agree that 
automotive 
companies  
are not serious 
about data 
privacy and 
security

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Data center on wheels technology creates
exciting opportunities for vehicle

architecture and driver experience

The data center on wheels will demand
greater cooperation between OEMs,

suppliers, and sub-suppliers

Digital technologies will be crucial to the
success of next generation vehicles

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%100%

Automotive companies are not taking data
privacy and security as seriously as they need

to

Traditional data center vendors (software, 
server, network, etc.) don’t have the culture of 

delivering the quality and longevity that the 
automobile industry demands

In the future, the vehicle chassis will be built
to last, but the electronic hardware and

software will be frequently replaced

Strongly agree

Agree somewhat

Disagree somewhat

Strongly disagree

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Dimensional Research provides 
practical market research for 
technology and manufacturing 
companies, delivering actionable 
information that reduces risk, 
increases customer satisfaction 
and grows the business.

dimensionalresearch.com

Mouser Electronics is a globally 
authorized distributor of 
semiconductors and electronic 
components for over 1,200 
industry-leading manufacturer 
brands, specializing in the rapid 
introduction of the newest 
products and technologies 
targeting the design engineer and 
buyer communities. 

mouser.com

Molex makes a connected world 
possible by enabling technology 
that transforms the future and 
improves lives. With a presence 
in more than 40 countries, Molex 
offers a full range of connectivity 
and products, services and 
solutions for markets that include 
data communications, medical, 
industrial, automotive and 
consumer electronics.

molex.com

62%

61%

61%

45%

37%

36%

32%

33%

33%

40%

43%

39%

5%

5%

5%

11%

16%

16%

1%

1%

1%

3%

4%

8%

In the future, the vehicle chassis will be 
built to last, but the electronic hardware 
and software will be frequently replaced

Traditional data center vendors (software,
server, network, etc.) don’t have the culture

of delivering the quality and longevity that
the automobile industry demands

Automotive companies are not  
taking data privacy and security 

as seriously as they need to

Digital technologies will be crucial to the
success of next generation vehicles

The data center on wheels will demand
greater cooperation between OEMs,

suppliers, and sub-suppliers

Data Center on Wheels technology
creates exciting opportunities for vehicle

architecture and driver experience
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Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree

http://dimensionalresearch.com
http://mouser.com
http://molex.com
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